Insider’s guide

Taunton Flyer
CW
Difficulty
rating:
7/10

Next
year’s
event:
June 24
2018

Soar through Somerset
and swoop down to Devon
in an aviation-themed epic
any events on the summer calendar,
cycling or otherwise, are based
around historical periods, but
the Taunton Flyer is unique in its distinctly
1940s World War Two theme, a reference
to the local area hosting numerous war-era
airfields. Partnering with the forces charity
SSAFA (Soldiers, Sailors, & Airmen’s Families
Association), a portion of your entry fee goes
directly to the organisation and they will
themselves be running a prize draw on the
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1,710
111 metres
miles ascent
Where is it?
Located in the heart of
Somerset, the racecourse
at Taunton serves as the
base of operations for the
ride and from there you will
take in a cross-county trip
through Somerset and into
Devon, dropping almost as
far south as Exeter on the
longer, 113-mile Wellington
route while taking in some
stunning countryside
along the way.

Why ride it?

History

Both Somerset and Devon
supply rolling green fields,
sleepy villages and testing
hills and the area is rich
in cycling-friendly lanes
and amazing scenery,
producing a feast for
the eyes and legs alike.
The airfields you pass by
should pique your curiosity
and you’ll likely learn a
fact or two along the way
as a bonus.

The ride turns five in
2018, gaining popularity
in the area over the
last four years due to
the routes on offer, the
level of support and
the nostalgic feel of the
event and its World War
theme and features. The
history of the airfields
you will see stretch back
somewhat further and
make for fascinating
research after the ride.
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The challenges

How to enter
Entry is via the Taunton
Flyer website, at www.
tauntonflyer.com, with
early bird discounts
and entry on the line if
places are available.

1

Angersleigh
The first test of the
day, rising up relatively
gently over its 1.2-mile
length, it eases off early on
for a good warm-up as you
start to really get going.

Getting there
Taunton is easily
accessible from the
M5, and is located an
hour’s drive south of
Bristol. Trains also
run direct from Bristol
Temple Meads, which
has connections to
London, Birmingham
and the North.

2

Whimple Hill
You will be fuelled
and ready for this onemile-long slope as the first
feed comes just before; its
gradual profile favouring
the big ring if you are
feeling good and strong.

3

Greenway lane
Turning off the
A373 onto the lane gives
a good view ahead of the
task which kicks up to a
punishing 20 per cent
near the top. Fortunately
it flattens out briefly and
then it’s over at just under
a mile.
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Navigate your way past
six wartime airfields

100m

NAIL IT
4

Park Close Climb
Don’t let the name fool you, it’s not in the
middle of some housing estate but out in the
Devonian countryside, affording great views over
the farmland it climbs up though. The climb starts
off gently enough, even dipping down slightly before
starting to rise up for the full mile distance. The
road is narrow and doesn’t see much traffic except
from the farm nearby, so be wary of mud and the
odd pothole as you climb. At the halfway point the
gradient starts to make itself known, getting steeper
as you go up to 15 per cent near the top, before
joining the road that drops down to Dunkeswell
airfield — on a nice day you may have aircraft flying
nearby to take your mind off the effort.

50m

Where to stay

Where to eat
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Numerous options
exist in the town centre
with the usual line-up
of chain restaurants.
Those with a more
discerning palette
should head to the
Willow Tree on Tower
Lane for something
a bit more upmarket,
with a varied menu
of well-prepared
dishes to suit all
dietary requirements.

Local bike
shop
Ralph Colman Bicycles
in Taunton are providing
support at the northern
part of the course, while
Bay Cycles, located in
Torbay, will look after
you on the southernmost part.

day, of which one prize is a cockpit tour of a real
Spitfire, with the added thrill of firing up the fully
working Merlin engine; the aircraft will sit at the
start area so everyone gets to take a look too.
The setting for all three aircraft-themed routes
— the smaller 34-mile Spitfire, the medium 74mile Dakota and the 113-mile Wellington — is the
varied and always pretty countryside of Somerset
and Devon. All three routes take in some of the
best lanes and minor roads around Taunton —
the base for the ride — and drop down through
Devon to touch on the outskirts of Exeter, passing
the home of the squadrons that performed such
remarkable feats during the course of the war.
All three routes head off from the racecourse
in a south-westerly direction into the Blackdown
Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and the
climbing starts early. Don’t be alarmed, though;
the climbing here isn’t about ripping your legs
apart by lunch, but gently swooping up and down
leaving you with the time and energy to appreciate
your surroundings. This applies to the 34-mile
Spitfire route especially, which spends all
of its time in the AONB, cutting across from the
longer routes and hitting their return roads early,
but still taking in three of
the six airfields on the way.
MEN’S MEDAL TIMES
The two longer routes
U18
S
V40
head further south,
GOLD
7:05:00 6:47:00 7:05:00
dropping gradually
SILVER
7:31:00 7:22:00 7:31:00
downhill for almost 20
BRONZE
9:14:00 9:00:00 9:14:00
miles to take in the first
WOMEN’S MEDAL TIMES
airfield at Exeter Airport.
Nothing much remains of
U18
S
V40
the original base, it’s now a
GOLD
7:13:00 7:05:00 7:13:00
busy commercial airport.
SILVER
7:41:00 7:31:00 7:41:00
Here you turn north and
BRONZE 9:35:00 9:30:00 9:35:00
ride through the more
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urban areas of the route alongside the main A30
at times, so beware of traffic and road hardware.
Turning away from the urban roads brings you back
into the AONB and marks the hilliest section of the
routes too, taking in the biggest climbs of the day in
one 25-mile chunk.
High planes
On the high plains of these roads you will
encounter the ride’s more interesting airfields.
Dunkeswell is the location of one of the two (three
on the long route) feed stops, but if you are doing
well for time the aerodrome is well worth a quick
stop; while we were there a few wartime aircraft
were parked up and flying throughout the day.
Not five miles up the road is the old airfield that
was RAF Uppottery, one of the most famous
WWII airfields as it housed the US Airborne
Division and most recognisably, the men of Easy
Company 506th Parachute Infantry Regiment
who have now become immortalised through
The Band of Brothers TV series.
If you can tear yourself away from the history,
you have a few more miles to cover on rolling
roads leading back up to Taunton, having joined
the route the Spitfire takes back
to HQ. At the 70-mile mark the
medium Dakota heads off back to
V50
V60
the racecourse also, leaving the
7:13:00 7:22:00
long route riders to head north of
7:36:00 7:41:00
Taunton for the first time on an
9:30:00 9:40:00
additional figure-of-eight loop on
virtually flat roads, taking in the
last two airfields at Merryfield and
V50
V60
Westonzoyland, with a third feed
7:22:00 7:31:00
station too to restock for those
7:50:00 8:01:00
additional miles to get you through
9:40:00 9:45:00
to the finish.

Start/finish

1

2

3
4

Scale
KM
Miles

10
5

Event website www.tauntonflyer.com | Gpx: www.ridewithgps.com/routes/11200333
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Budget options are well
covered with a Holiday
Inn, Travelodge and
Premier Inn just off the
motorway junction.
For an upmarket
option, town-centrebased The Castle at
Taunton comes highly
recommended.

